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FAMILY TIES

Anthony is spending the weekend with his 
family at the farmhouse. Simon is Anthony’s 
father. Anthony’s brother Drake loves to play 
carrom and challenges Anthony’s Wife 

Monica to a game. 
Ramona is Simon’s 
younger sister and Peter 
is Drakes’s grandfather

How is Ramona
related to Peter?

The Anwer for Family Ties:- Romana is Peter's daughter 

CHILDREN’S CORNER
JOIN THE DOTS
Join the dots and complete the picture

                                                                                                                         Ishty Mathur (XI-D)

Bhavna Khatri  of 

class10 G is the 

winner of Sudoku of 

volume 38

Congratulations!
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A JOURNEY OF 40 YEARS
th rdSt. Mary's Public School, is celebrating its 40  foundation day on 3  July 2023. To 

pen down this journey in few words is a herculian job, starting with less than 100  
students and 7 staff in a rented building at Madangir and reaching to this level i.e 3 
branches with 4000 students and almost 280 staff may be an imaginary story for 
many. But it is a reality  and that is SMPS today.

Looking back to 40 years, the journey with all its odds and obstacles, stones and thrones, hurdles 
&  problems, trails and turbulances, everything comes to my mind as it happened yesterday.

At this moment, I would like to thank almighty for everything, Mother Mary our heavenly 

Dr. Thomas George
        Director

Class XII students Akhilesh Nautiya, Akash Sharma,  Ujjawal Chauhan, and Kritika 
Ghosh brought honor to their school by securing Third Position in the IT Inter - school 
competition Innovatetrix.  On May 4, 2023, Tagore International School Vasant Vihar 
held the event. 

Khwaish of Class 12-F won BEST MODEL PRIZE in MISS DELHI DIVA. 
StarFace  Modeling Agency organized the event on 30 April 2023

OUR ACHIEVERS

CHARITY

Last Quarter we have Contributed Rs 88,000/- towards various 
purposes like:

u u u   Medical Aid   Religious Institutions   Education Nikita Dagar  of Class VIII C (Neb Sarai) Won Silver Medal in Shankar's On 
The Spot Painting Competition 2022 Organized by Children's Book Trust

COUPS D’OEIL

Patroness for her intercession and  enlightment at the 
time of my difficulties. Also, I would like to thank the 
people who in one way or other co-operated and helped  
me to build this institution to this level.

Also, I would like to thank my teaching and non teaching 
fraternity for the dedication and cooperation, and  
loyalty towards the institution.

At this juncture, I also would like to tell you that couple 
of days back I had  the luck to meet and get the blessing 
of the Holy see, POPE Francis, the spiritual head of 
almost 140 crores of Catholic Christians, all over the 
world on 22-06-2023. I do believe, it as a blessings from 

thabove (almighty) on this 40  year.

Dear Parents and Students , God has made us so strong, coupled with most powerful two hands, 
and if we work hard with determination we can make wonders in this world.

As informed you earlier we are planning to have this celebration at different levels, starting from  
rd th

July 3  and ending on 25  Nov at Thyagraj Stadium. I request your full co-operation in this 
regard.

This is not the end of our journey, after every full stops as new sentence begin. Let us work 
together to make this educational institution an ideal one in every respect.



ANIKA SRIVASTAVA 
(95%)

PRIYANSHU SHARMA
 (94%)

VAISHNAVI 
(93%)

PREETI 
(92%)

VATSALYA JHA
(96%)

NIDHI SINGH  
(94%)

DIVYANSHI
 (95%)

TANISHKA SHREE
 (94%)

ANCHIT JANJUA 
(93%)

TANISHKA SHARMA
 (91%)

SHRADDHA SUBHANKI
 (92%)

DHRUV SHARMA 
 (91%)

UMA GUPTA 
(95%)

PARTH GUPTA 
 (94%)

MAHI SHARMA
  (93%)

YASH PANDEY 
(92%)

KARTIK BHATT 
(96%) 

ADITYA JHA
 (94%)

DEEPIKA
 (95%)

BHAVISHYA AGARWAL
(94%)

GAUTAM DUTT 
(92%)

CHETANSHI KUMARI 
 (93%)

MADHAVI 
(92%)

PARTYUSH SINGH B
 (93%)

ARCHITA SINGH
 (93%)

ANKITA DUBEY
 (91%)

RIYA 
(91%)

MAHI SHARMA
IT-             97
SCI-          95
MATHS-     95

HEMANT KUMAR
IT-         98
MATHS- 98
SCI-        95
SST-        95

SUBJECT WISE TOPPERS 

ANIKA SRIVASTAVA
IT-               99
SST-             97
SCI-             95
HINDI-         95

PREETI
SST-       95
IT-           95
ENG-       93
SCI-         92

CHITRANSHI BASHY
HINDI-     95
ENG-        94
IT-             92
SPANISH- 92

VATSALAYA JHA
IT-           99
SST-        97
MATHS-  95
HINDI-    95
ENG -      91

AYONIZA TIWARY
IT-              96
SPANISH-   96
ENG-          94
HINDI-        90

KARTIK BHATT
SST-         98
IT-            98
SCI-          95
HINDI-      95
MATH-      94
ENG-         94

TANVI ARYA
IT-       97
ENG-   94

NIDHI SINGH
ENG -  96
HINDI- 95

MATHS- 96

UMA GUPTA
ENG-      100
SST-       98
IT-          98
HINDI  -  95
SCI-        93

ADITYA JHA
ENG   -     95
SCI-         95
IT-            95
SST-         92
HINDI-      91

YASH PANDEY 
SST-     96
HINDI -  95 

VAISHNAVI
IT-       97
HINDI- 95

GAUTAM DUTT
IT-                99
HINDI-         95

DEEPIKA
MATHS- 96
SST-       95

CHETANSHI KUMARI
MATHS-  97
SST-        95 

JIBIN BIJO DEVAS
HINDI-   95
IT-         95

SHRADDHA SUBHANKI
SST-  97
IT-     96

BHAVISHYA AGARWAL
MATHS-              97
IT-                      96
SST-                   95

SHREYA RANA
HINDI-  95
ENG-     93

PARTH GUPTA
IT-   98
SST- 95

PRIYANSHU SHARMA
SST-  97
IT-      96

ANKITA DUBEY
SST-        97
HINDI-     92
MATHS-   92 

DIVYANSHI
MATHS- 95
SST-       98
SCI-       95

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL 
TOPPERS OF THE BATCH (2022-23)

CBSE RESULTS GRADE X

ST.MARY’S PUBLIC SCHOOL

HIGHEST MARKS OBTAINED

ENGLISH  100

HINDI         97

MATHS       98

SCIENCE    95

I.T.             99

SOCIAL SCI.     98

MADHAVI

HINDI-       97

IT-             95

HEMANT KUMAR
 (95%)

SIMRAN
 (92%)

PARUL
 (91%)

KOSHIV JOSHVI 
(91%)

MAHAK 
 (91%)

MAYANK DASH 
(91%)

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL 
AISSCE RESULTS GRADE XII

TOP ACHIEVERS (2022-23)

ST.MARY’S PUBLIC SCHOOL

SCIENCE STREAM COMMERCE STREAM 

SUBJECT WISE TOPPERS 

HUMANITIES STREAM HIGHEST MARKS OBTAINED

PAWANI KUMAR
(92%)

KANAK RAWAT
(90%)

PANKAJ KR. BAIRWA
(96%)

VINAY PRATAP
(92%)

RITIKA KUMARI
 (90%)

DRISHTI
(93%)

LAKSHYA PANT
(91%)

ARYAN SINGH 
 (96%)

Eng.                  95
Phy.                  95
Chem.               95
Bio.                   95
Maths.              95
Comp Sci.         94

Acc.                  99
Eco.                  98
B.st.                  97
I.P.                    96

Hist.                  98
Pol.Sci.             96
Socio                96
P.Edu                98
Hindi                 84
Geo.                 94

           

RIYA SIWAS 
 (90%)

VANSH ARORA 
(92%)

SANYA SOBER
(90%)

SEBIN ROY 
(91%)

TARINI 
(92%)

HARIT CHHABRA
 (95%)

HARSHITA 
(93%)

HARSH MANGLA 
 (97%) 

GAURAV RAJ
P.EDU-      96 
BIO-         95
ENG-        91

PAYAL ROUT
ENGLISH- 92
C.S-          90

ARJUN BALHARA
BIO-             95
PHYSICS   - 93
CHEM-         91
P.EDU-          91

SHIVAM KHANNA
P.EDU-   96
PHY-      93
MATHS- 92
ENG -  92

SAHIL SINGH
PHYSICS   - 95
CHEM-         93
ENG -           93

ANKIT ANAND
CHEM-       94
PHY-          92
P.EDU-       92
MATHS-     91
ENG -         90

HARSHITA
BST-              94
P.EDU-           94
ENG-             93
ECO   -          92
ACC-             92

HARIT CHHABARA
ECO-                98
BST-                97
ACC-                94
P.EDU-             92
ENG-               91

ANAND PAKHARIA
CHEM-95
C.S-     94

HANSHIKA CHAWLA
ACC  -  95
BST -  90

HARSH MANGALA
ACC  -  99
P.EDU-  98
ECO-     96
MATHS- 95
BST-      95

VANSH ARORA
ACC -  95
ECO-   93
BST-   92 

TARINI
ACC -  94
ECO -  91
BST-    91
ENG-   90

SEBIN ROY
ENGLISH -  95
ECO-           93
BST-           90

ADITYA SINGH BISHT
ACC  -  95
ECO-   91

RIYA SIWS
IP -      94
P.EDU- 94
BST-    92 

PANKAJ KUMAR BAIRWA
HIST         -          97
POL SCI    -          96
SOCIO      -          96
P.EDU       -           96
GEO          -           94
ENG                     92

AAKASH MANDAL
MATHS     -   95
PHY-             95
CHEM-          95
P.EDU-          94
ENG -           92

PAWANI KUMAR
HIST-          98
ENG-           90
SOCIO-       90
P.EDU-        90
HINDI-        84

DRISHTI
HIST -      95
SOCIO-    93
POL SCI - 92

VINAY PARTAP
POL SCI -  96
HIST -        95
P.EDU-        90

LAKSHYA PANT
HIST  -  93
SOCIO-  92
GEO -     91

KANAK RAWAT
ENGLISH-     90
POL SCI-       95

SHUMAIRA ALAM
POL SCI -  95
HIST-         90

ARYAN SINGH
HIST -    97
POL SCI- 95

no

KHUSHI
SOCIO-95

AASTHA SINGH
ENGLISH   - 95

ANUBHAV KHANTWAL
IP- 96

SAURABH THAPA
POL SCI-96

RITIKA KUMARI
GEO -   92
SOCIO- 92 

ANKIT KAUSHIK
SOCIO  -  95
P.EDU-     91

PRASANNA ROUT
ENGLISH-95

ZULEKHA
ENGLISH - 94

MRINAL PARAKASH
ENGLISH  -    92

DIVYANSHU RAWAT
ENGLISH -  90
P.EDU      -  95

NANDINI JANGID
ENGLISH -  95

NAMAN AGGARWAL
ACC  -  95

KRISHNA SINGH PANWAR
SOCIO-  94

ARJUN BALHARA
(93%)

GAURAV RAJ
 (92%)

ANAND PAKHARIA
 (92%)

PAYAL ROUT
(90%)

ANKIT ANAND
 (92%)

SAHIL SINGH 
(93%)

SHIVAM KHANNA
(93%)

AAKASH MANDAL 
 (95%) 
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Stop Hoarding

The excessive accumulation of items that are often unnecessary or 
unused, leads to the wastage of resources. I get assured my family 
members buy only what they need, I help my mother in purchasing 
vegetables for our instant use and not for weeks in advance. This allows 
less wastage of raw produce. My habit of making meal plans in advance 
also helps my family in the total utilization of produce, also we buy dry 
products with long shelf life in bulk which cut down on single-use plastic 
packing.

          Riya XII- E

Root to Shoot Cooking

Root-to-shoot cooking is not only kind to the environment but to our 
pockets too as it makes vegetables go a long way. It helps one to become 
more creative in the kitchen and experiment with different tastes, 
textures, and cooking techniques. Save vegetable peels and make stock 
with some whole spices which can be used in cooking as a substitute to 
just plain water, this will reduce waste and uplift the flavour of food, one 
can store it for over 4 days in the freezer. 

Palak Aggarwal XII- B

Garbage gardening

A kitchen composting bin is a must-have in every house. I have made 
one at my home. Every single piece of discarded vegetables and fruits 
belongs to that compost bin. We can grow flowers and edibles using 
kitchen waste. It's a fun way to recycle and start new plants on the 
windows by using household waste like eggshells, stale bread, waste 
paper, used tea leaves/tea bags, by-products from root nuts, or cuttings. 
It is a promising way to recycle waste into wealth.

    Sharvan XI- D

Reduce Single-Use Items

Our planet is choking on plastic. A  systemic change is needed to stop 
the flow of plastic waste.  I have started avoiding single-use items such 
as plastic water bottles, flasks, wrapping paper, lumbers, disposable 
cutlery, and straws. Instead, I opt for reusable alternatives like a refillable 
pen, water bottle, lunchbox with reusable containers, and metal or 
bamboo utensils. Besides, I motivate my family members and friends 
also to do so.

    Simran XI- C

Hello! Zero Waste Living!

Repair and Maintenance

Regular maintenance is essential not only for the smooth running and 
prolonging of the useful life of equipment but also for preventing harm 
to the environment. I love to extend the lifespan of my belongings by 
repairing them when possible and trying to maintain them properly. 
Often items can be fixed rather than discarded and replaced. I advise 
everyone to invest in the longevity of their possession and develop the 
skills to repair and restore items.

        Daksh Vaid XI- B

Eco-friendly cleaning

I have made my parents not purchase conventional cleaning products 
as they are full of harmful endocrine disruptors and other chemicals 
that leach into our sewage system waterways and bodies. Fortunately, 
my science lessons have empowered me to make my own eco-friendly 
cleaning products by combining baking soda with lemon juice and 
vinegar. It is very easy and fun to clean my home and furniture with Eco-
friendly cleaning. 

       Yashvi Tyagi XI- A

Donate to the needy

There are various ways to be eco-friendly as we edit our possessions. 
We can find items in our homes to repurpose or find an organization 
that will benefit from what we are discarding and donating it to them. 
Instead of disposing of my old clothes, bags, books, shoes, sports 
equipment, etc, I try to donate to the needy / charity or second-hand 
stores. This helps in supporting thrift stores and reusable culture. It also 
minimizes the waste of my home. 

     Annu Kumari  X- A

Start Riding

Using a bicycle rather than a scooter or bike has several positive 
impacts on the environment. It is the most energy-efficient mode of 
transportation. By incorporating cycling into my daily routines and 
prioritizing bicycle-friendly policies, I am trying to make a significant 
contribution to environmental sustainability. The riding cycle not only 
reduces carbon emissions and conserves resources but also promotes 
healthier and more livable communities.  

 Mayank X -B

The world is drowning in trash. As a result, going Zero Waste has made its way into mainstream culture. Our Eco Warriors have 
taken some independent steps to reduce waste.

"We don't have to engage in grand, heroic actions to participate in change. Small acts, when multiplied by millions of people, can 
transform the world."       Howard Zinn

My contribution towards  Zero Waste living 

A WONDERFUL WORLD OF SPICES
Spices enhance flavor and color to food. They are also widely used 

in Ayurvedic medicine. Spices are also high in antioxidants, heart 

protection, fitness regeneration, anti-inflammation, and have a 

variety of health benefits. Spices from all over the world have their 

own distinct essence, flavoring color, and aroma. Spices are 

essential component of human life. Seeds, roots, fruit barks, and 

other plant substances are used as seasoning. Turmeric fingers, cumin, 

coriander, black-white pepper, fennel and mustard are all popular around the 

world. Classic Indian home-cooked food is often thought to be one of the 

healthiest foods consumed around the world due to its abundance of spices. 

India is the world's largest producer of spices and the coastal state Kerala is 

called the land of spices. The availability of abundant natural resources and 

favourable climate makes it possible for the growth of spices in India. The 

secret to Indian food flavour lies in the spices.

Priya Mishra   VIIB [Devli]

Importance of
G20 for INDIA
G20 is not just a summit or conclave,

Rather it is a medium to spur growth and 
sustainability.

This summit is crucial not just from one 
perspective, 

But instead have manifold benefits 
including financial stability.  

Being a WTO member, India leads in 
negotiation skills,

Which is a significant factor on which any 
nation builds. 

Our banking sector has also undergone 
various reforms,

Solar Alliance and Clean Energy have 
helped India to transform. 

Initiatives like Digital India, and Make in 
India improve our digital infrastructure 

Thus helping in shaping and 
strengthening global architecture. 

G20's presidency would showcase India's 
growing influence on the global stage,

Hence shifting its reputation and 
reinforcement relations upstage. 

India always wanted to escalate its 
development and pride, 

So this presidency would advance its 
prospects vertically and wide. 

    Aditya Gurjar XI-F



MOTHER'S DAY POEM

My mom is so sweet                                 

She's a treat to the family 

She's just like how I'm saying!

She's caring and sharing   

She's the best mom I'm having!

Who teaches me, guides me,

Supports me, when I'm in problem!

She pampers me cuddles me 

It's her love that I'm cherishing!

My mom is just adorable and,

To love her is just unstoppable.

     Neeti Tiwari
VIII C (Neb Sarai)

LIFE WITHOUT INTERNET
Internet has already taken over each and every field. Just tell 
me an area where internet is not being used! Education, 
Industry, Finance, Defense, Teaching, Learning 
entertainment, online chats, messages, social media and 
communication. It is internet everywhere. The modern world 

will look worthless without internet. It has made human's life much more 
organized, systematic and awesomely efficient.

Imagine if internet gets disrupted for a day or a week. What will happen? You 
won't be able to fire up an instant messaging service to check up on friends. 
Everyone will be frustrated. Without the internet, we would be cut off from 
many of the resources and opportunities that it provides, making it harder to 
find information, communicate with others, and access goods and services. 

You won't be able to log on to social networking sites and services like Whats 
App, Facebook or Twitter. Internet nowadays has become a necessity, so 
living without it even for a day will cause a lot of problems.

        Sakshi Rana  VIII-C (Devli)

Nature's Bliss
Nature, a canvas painted with delight,
A tapestry of wonders, a captivating sight.
Sunlight dances on emerald leaves,
Whispering melodies, a symphony that weaves.

Mountains rise, touching azure skies,
Majestic peaks, where eagles fly.
The ocean roars, waves crashing free,
Unveiling treasures in its mighty sea.

Nature's masterpiece, a pure delight.
So let us cherish this precious place,
With love and reverence, in every space.
For in nature's embrace, we're forever blessed,
A sanctuary of peace, where we find rest.

     Angel Gautam IX C

K-Pop & The Korean Sensation
 During the lockdown, when everyone was still figuring out what was the 
pandemic all about, some people wanted to enjoy their time by trying new 
things. There, many of us came across the Word "K-pop".

 K-pop, Korean Pop, originated in South Korea. This thing had an immense 
influence on the entire world, be it Western or Asian countries. Whenever 
we talk about K-pop, it is very hard not to mention the World's Famous Band 
Name, BTS! The success they got was not overnight but after years of hard 
work and now they're the World's Most Popular Band. BTS dearly known as 
Bangtan Sonyeondan or Bangtan Boys is a 7-member group consisting of 
RM, Jin, Suga, Jhope, Jimin, V & JK.

They're not only famous for their Music but for also working for highly 
respected organizations such as UNICEF, for their "Love Yourself" 
campaign. Moreover, they got recognition and were invited to the Blue 
House and White House. And as far as we think for awards, the list will go 
on, from getting nominated for Grammy's twice to American Music Awards 
and Billboard Awards. Clearly, they've earned huge respect and love from 
all over the world. The love they get doesn't have an age or a gender, we 
see a 90-year-old Grandma enjoying their Concert to a toddler, vibing to 
their music.

Their Fans, popularly known as ARMYs, love them beyond words and vice 
versa. Now, that the BTS group members are soon leaving for their military 
enlistment. Knowing this ARMYs are very sad but are Proud too. Here's my 
message for all the ARMYs.

"ARMYs, Let's grow old together, and let's wait for them”

           Bhavana Mahi XI-F

COME WITH ME
Mountains for my mansion
The forest for my pantry
The clouds for my carpet
The sky for my curtains
The sun for my candle 
The wind for my chariot
In the company of eagles
Flying above fear
Floating above failures
Winging above worries
Gliding above gravity
Living above limits
Soaring to success
Come fly with me.

             Pulkita Ojha XII-E

CAREER IN MATHEMATICS
What are the possible careers in mathematics?
Most employers may regard persons who use mathematics and 
statistics to tackle complex problems as highly skilled. If you are a 
skilled mathematician, you can pursue a variety of high-paying careers 
in a variety of industries all around the world. Banking, academia, 
business, research, analytics, insurance, and consultancy are some 
popular job paths for math majors.
What occupations are available with a mathematics degree?
With a mathematics degree, you can train for a teaching position or 
work in a variety of fields. You can considerably boost your job 
prospects by combining mathematics with specialty courses such as 
economics, statistics, computer science, applied mathematics, 
engineering, and mathematical sciences. Engineers with strong 
mathematical skills should consider positions in chemical engineering 
and electronic engineering, which need a thorough understanding of 
the subject. You can also work in business, science, social services, 
education, public sector projects, and specific technical sectors such 
as system design or risk analysis.
Top 15 Mathematical Careers (With a mathematics degree, you could 
pursue the following careers)
1. Market analyst
2. A mathematics instructor 
3. A purchasing manager
4. An underwriter of insurance
5. Financial advisor
6. Financial analyst 
7. Statistician 
8. Financial analyst 
9. Data analyst
10. Operations research analyst
11. Data scientist
 12. Economist
 13. Actuary 
 14. Mathematician
 15. Budget analyst

           Mrs. Natasha Grewal  Teacher (Neb Sarai)

Mom I love you
Mom I love you

For all that you do!
I will hug you and kiss you,

Because you love me too!

You feed me and need me,
You teach me to play!

So, smile forever because I love you too! 
On this Day I wish you happy mother's 
day.

       Tvisha Prajapati

       IV B (Neb Sarai)

Social media refers to all applications and website or blog that enable people around the 

globe to interconnect. It is a way to connect with more people virtually. It is a modern way 

to communicate with the people. We can express our thoughts through social media. 

Some of the common and widely used social media platforms are Facebook, Twitter, 

WhatsApp, Snapchat, Instagram and many other.
India comes second in term of internet users in the world. Social Parties also take the 

help of social media to influence and divide the people on state and religious basis, but 

the effect of social media is debatable, but one thing that everybody would agree that 

social media is certainly enjoyable.

     Anshika Kathait   VII C (Neb Sarai) 

Stepping Stone to Bidding Goodbye: A 
Beautiful Journey

A teacher is an architect of a society. There are a multiple roles that 
he/she plays throughout the journey to nurture the students. Not 
just with education, but with moral values, love, and understanding 
he/she builds the nation for tomorrow. 

In my 19 years 8 months service, I never got to know how time 
passed and how we all travelled together so far on the roads of 
progress. As I stand here today, superannuating with contentment 
and pride in serving a wonderful organization. I  that stepping onto 

feel that stepping onto a new tomorrow might be another difficult step to take. The first 
step is the hardest one, yet we all have to take many first steps on our road to success. 
On the outset, I might be retiring with certain numbers in my hand but the 19 years of 
service aren't just numbers. They're those pages of my life as a diary that will forever 
be embedded and cannot be skipped while recapping my life at any moment. It was a 
major part of my life, getting ready for school, taking the metro, hustling amongst the 
crowd, and chasing the busiest buses, yet maintaining calm while teaching. I see my 
progress in children, who've achieved their potential. Tomorrow, definitely there'll be a 
complete change in my life, for the schedule will be changed and a huge void will 
follow when I won't see my colleagues, students and instead of reporting to my 
authorities, I will be reporting about the undone chores at house or probably the 
unread books in my shelf. Yet, I shall carry my experience and love into the new world 
I'm about to enter. I am immensely grateful to all the authorities of my school, Thomas 
Sir; the strong pillar of St. Mary's family, Mathew Sir having been there from the very 
beginning as a guiding light, Aby Sir to have transformed the entire scenario of our 
school and taking it to new heights and, Derlin Ma'am; although in a very short span of 
time, she's moved us with her spirit of the present generation and amplitude of 
qualities and a vision of quality and sustainable education. My heartfelt gratitude to the 
whole team to have given me multiple opportunities and a special thanks to my 
colleagues for making me feel comfortable throughout the tenure. I've contributed a 
big part of my life here and as time passed, my roots deepened. I wish to see my 
school soar higher. I wish to see St. Mary's Public School as a blooming International 
School in the near future. My contribution to the school might have come to an end, but 
a message to all those who still have time with the institution - We all have an identity 
attached to the institution, let's make it stronger and more admirable. I thank everyone 
for giving me a very special memory to carry with me as I step into my second innings.

Mrs. Puspalata Mahapatra   Asst. Teacher ( Devli )

PROFOUND IMPACT OF SCHOOL:
NURTURING LEADERS 

I, Satdev Prasad Sah, father of Yaksh Sah of class VII-C is 
thankful and feel privileged that my son is a St. Marian. During his 
initial days of school life he was not willing to go to school but now 
he has developed habit of going to school everyday. Earlier he 
was very shy and apprehensive to mix with students but 
gradually he developed interpersonal skills and started enjoying 
his friends company hence his yearly report card also reflected 
his progress in academic and other activity skills. 

It's important to note that the school system and its effectiveness 

can vary across different educational institutions and regions. A supportive and 
nurturing school environment, competent teachers, and a well-rounded curriculum 
can greatly contribute to a student's overall development and prepare them for future 
challenges and opportunities. 

For me, St. Mary's Public School is not only more than simply an educational 
institution, but it is also my son's second home which he established during his 
childhood. It is a family of wonderful friend, outstanding teachers, and respected 
principal and other school staffs. The school system fosters the development of 
independence and responsibility in students. They learn to manage their time, 
complete assignments, meet deadlines, and take ownership of their learning. These 
skills are essential for their personal and professional success beyond school. 
Finally, my school has helped me in the development of self-discipline and punctuality 
in my life, School has given me basic education and developed my skills like drawing 
and painting, public speaking and many more. Some of the qualities, which I 
developed like, Self-Discipline, Punctual, Team Player, Confident, Responsible etc. 

On the occasions of 40th year foundations day of the School, I would like to 
congratulate Director Sir, Principal Ma'am, Administrators, Teachers and other staff 
members for the glorious completion of 40 years of this temple of education. 

        Mr. Satdev Prasad Sah  F/o Yaksh Sah  VII-C (Neb Sarai) 

“FOUR DECADES OF EXCELLENCE: A LEGACY OF
QUALITY EDUCATION”

Education is the cornerstone of society, the catalyst for personal growth, 
and the foundation upon which dreams are built. As we commemorate the 
completion of 40 years of our esteemed school's journey, we reflect upon 
the countless lives transformed, the impact made, and the remarkable 
achievements that have unfolded within our walls. This significant 
milestone serves as a testament to the unwavering commitment to 
excellence, innovation, and the relentless pursuit of nurturing young minds. 
Join us as we delve into the remarkable story of our school and the profound 
influence it has had on shaping stars and unlocking boundless futures.

Over the course of four decades, our school has evolved into an institution that has left an 
indelible mark on the educational landscape. From humble beginnings, it has grown to become 
a beacon of academic brilliance, fostering an environment that cultivates intellectual curiosity, 
creativity, and critical thinking. The tireless efforts of our visionary Director Sir, Dr. Thomas 
George, and iconic Principal Mrs. Daisy Thomas have propelled our institution to new heights, 
fostering an atmosphere of excellence that extends beyond the classroom walls.

At the heart of our school's success lies the students—the bright young minds who have 
stepped through our doors over the years. Our school has provided a nurturing environment 
that embraces diversity, encourages exploration, and inspires students to reach for the stars. 
Through a comprehensive curriculum, enriched extracurricular activities, and a focus on 
holistic development, we have strived to empower our students with the knowledge, skills, and 
values necessary to excel in an ever-changing world.

Forty years of dedicated service to education is no small feat. Our school's journey stands as a 
testament to the transformative power of education and the profound impact it has on shaping 
individuals and communities. As we reflect upon the milestones achieved and the lives touched, 
we recommit ourselves to the pursuit of excellence, innovation, and creating an environment 
where every student can shine. With steadfast resolve, we look forward to continuing our 
mission of Imparting Quality Education.

Mrs. Anita Sharma English Teacher and  (Sainik Farm)Editorial Member

We, as the parents of Aryamann of class VIII-A firstly would like to wish and 
bless St Mary's Public School on its 40th foundation year. It's been a long 
journey of ups and down but today we feel proud that school has achieved 
lot of success and recognition in past years. My son has been studying in 
this school since Nursery and now he is in class VIII, I find myself lucky to be 
the part of St. Mary's School. Here the teachers of this school are very 
hardworking, they motivate our children and encourage them to participate 
in various curricular activities. This school provides various platforms that 
help children to show their talents and obtain various skills which will help 

SIGNIFICANT ROLE OF EDUCATION

them when they grow up. The Principal Mrs. Daisy Thomas is very cooperative and hardworking.  
She manages the school very efficiently and keeps a check on every student.

The education of this school is excellent. One of the fundamental aspects of effective teaching is 
the creation of a nurturing learning environment. A positive and supportive classroom 
atmosphere promotes student engagement, fosters creativity, and enhances overall learning 
outcomes. We wish school to grow big and reach heights of success. 

Happy 40 foundation year celebration to St. Mary's Family. 

               Mrs. Neelam Chauhan & Mr. Sandeep Chauhan                                                                             
                         Parent's of Aryamann   VIII A (Neb Sarai)

I, Mala Khatri, mother of Ipshita Khatri a student of class 11C. My daughter has been a student of St. Mary's school for 12 years and both of us have developed a 
strong bond with it. As a parent, I am thrilled to commemorate the completion of 40 remarkable years of our beloved School. Over the years this institution has 
shaped the lives of countless children and has left a remarkable mark on our community. I am happy with the school and proud to see how my kid has been 
developing her ability to learn new things and finding the will to excel in her academics and other extracurricular activities. 

My 12 years at St. Mary's Public School have been wonderful. Their teaching style encourages students to put their best efforts into scholastic and co-scholastic 
activities, and their parental compassion and desire to teach pupils about the outside world is the cherry on the top. It feels more like I'm sending her to another 

home in the morning than I am sending her to school, where she will learn more things like how to respect our elders and act appropriately in public. I made this decision of choosing St. 
Mary's for my daughter and since then I never looked back. It makes me pleased to see her grow and learn from highly qualified mentors. I'm quite grateful for it.

Thank you so much St. Mary's Public School for carving a diamond out of my daughter both now and in the future. Wishing you many great successful years ahead.

Mrs. Mala Khatri  M/o Ipshita Khatri (XI-C)

TRANSFORMING EDUCATION: CELEBRATING
TH40  FOUNDATION YEAR

Embarking on a teaching journey within a school setting has 
been a profoundly rewarding experience for me. It is my 
privilege that I delve into my personal teaching journey, 
describing the impact of my school environment and sharing 
my heartfelt emotions towards the 40th year of this institution 
that has become a second home to me. From my very first 
day as a teacher, I was embraced by a warm and welcoming 
school community. The administrators, fellow educators, 
and support staff created an environment of collaboration, 

support, and continuous learning. Working with students is the heart and soul of 
my teaching journey. The diverse array of young minds that enter my classroom 
each day brings me immeasurable joy and fulfilment.  Witnessing their growth, 
enthusiasm, and eagerness to learn ignites a passion within me to provide them 
with the best education possible.  

Today, we stand at the juncture where we are celebrating 40th year of school 
foundation day with a lot of enthusiasm and vigour. The school left no stone 
unturned to ignite young minds with knowledge and passion of learning also by 
incorporating and engaging an interactive teaching methods. Witnessing the 
spark of interest in a student's eyes and observing their intellectual growth is a 
constant reminder of the impact of education in their lives. The school's ethos of 
care, respect, and inclusivity has fostered a sense of belonging and security for 
everyone within its walls.

The school has provided opportunity to inspire students, witness their 
accomplishments, and contributed to their personal development - a place that 
symbolizes the transformative power of education and the importance of 
fostering a positive and inclusive community.

We all are proud to be associated with St. Mary's family. Wishing our school on its 
thmost auspicious day of 40  Foundation day infinite success in its future 

endeavours. 

Mrs. Poonam Gaur
Teacher (Neb Sarai) Editorial Member 

MANY BEAUTIFUL THINGS ARE ONLY FELT 
SCHOOL IS A BUILDING WHICH HAS FOUR 

WALLS WITH TOMORROW INSIDE.
St. Mary's Public School is a recognised and honourable school 
which is known for its discipline, sincerity and charity. Discipline 
here makes student perfect in every field. My child joined this 

ndschool in the year 2017 in class 2 . I was a bit scared, but once 
enrolled, I felt proud of my decision. I observed him growing and 
till now the improvement in him is very evident. Teachers always 
try their best to teach students every single topic with full 
potential. They encourage students and bring out their hidden 

A teacher is a compass that activates the magnet of curiosity, knowledge and 
wisdom.'

Teaching is a noble profession that comes with much responsibility and duty 
towards students. Teachers do not only teach and impart knowledge but inspire 
and motivate students for improvement to take important steps in life. They keep 
working to boost the confidence of students and persuade them to follow the right 
direction. 

During the last fourteen years I experienced how one can enjoy teaching. I 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF TODAY IS A JOURNEY OF YEARS
IMPARTING VALUABLE EDUCATION FOR 40 YEARS

believe that a good workplace makes our life easier and happier. 

Celebrating 40 years and watching it growing year by year successfully is a great delight for all those 
who are associated with it. 

Since joined, I found St. Mary's an effective place that not only helped me as a professional but also 
helped to grow with technology and experience. It is certain that a dedicated staff and management 
will always inspire you to do better and the best and one can effectively pursue with what he/she 
wants.

Within 40 years a small plant St Mary's has become a tree and this flourishing growth is because it 
has been watered with dedication, passion and hard work. Managing Director Dr Thomas George 
and Mrs Daisy Thomas have become an inspiration to all. They taught desire, dedication and 
diligence can make your dreams come true. St Mary's is a combination of experience and 
innovation.

Administrator Mr Aby Alex and Vice Principal Mrs.Derlin are carrying teaching and technology 
together.  

The four decades progress and prosperity is the result of all the members of St Mary's who have 
been directly or indirectly connected to it.

I learned many things from my experience. First, involving teaching in the development of 
professional standards.  Similarly, it is essential that teacher's participation in designing methods 
for teaching system must be effective way of recognising soft skills and cultivating values to build a 
great nation.

                    Mrs. Sangeeta Joshi
          Teacher ( Devli ) Editorial Member 

A PARENT'S JOURNEY THROUGH THE SCHOOL YEARS

talents. My child who was little introvert got rid of his hesitation and started 
engaging himself in school activities. 

As a parent, I feel extremely good and secure that my child is the part of this school. 

Thanks, you for being an important part in our child development.

Mrs. Shivani
    Mother of Nishant- VII B  Devli
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RISING TOGETHER, STRONGER THAN EVER
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